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detent  mechanisms,  facilitating  the  assembling 
procedure  of  the  transmission. 

The  above  object  is  achieved  by  a  gear  selector 
mechanism  for  an  automotive  manual  trans- 
mission  as  claimed  in  claim  1. 

Other  objects  and  advantages  of  the  present 
invention  will  become  apparent  from  the  follow- 
ing  description  when  taken  in  conjunction  with 
the  accompanying  drawings,  in  which: 

Fig.  1  is  a  longitudinally  sectioned  view  of  a 
manual  transmission  equipped  with  an  arrange- 
ment  according  to  the  present  invention,  some 
parts  being  shown  dislocated  for  clarification  of 
the  drawing; 

Fig.  2  is  a  transversely  sectioned  view  of  the 
transmission; 

Fig.  3  is  a  sectional  view  taken  along  the  line 
111—  III  of  Fig.  2; 

Fig.  4  is  a  sectional  view  taken  along  the  line 
IV—  IV  of  Fig.  2; 

Fig.  5  is  a  sectional  view  taken  along  the  line 
V  —  V  of  Fig.  2,  showing  an  essential  portion  of  the 
arrangement  of  the  present  invention; 

Fig.  6  is  a  side  view  of  a  bracket  for  mounting 
pivotting  levers  therein; 

Fig.  7  is  a  partially  broken  front  view  of  the 
bracket; 

Fig.  8  is  a  front  view  of  an  interlocking  plate; 
and 

Fig.  9  is  an  enlarged  sectional  view  taken  along 
the  line  IX—  IX  of  Fig.  8. 

Referring  to  Figs.  1  to  5,  particularly  Fig.  2,  there 
is  shown  generally  a  transaxle  assembly  10 
adapted  for  use  in  a  front-wheel-drive  motor 
vehicle  having  a  transversely  mounted  engine,  in 
which  assembly  an  arrangement  of  the  present 
invention  is  incorporated.  As  will  become  clear  as 
the  description  proceeds,  the  arrangement  of  the 
present  invention  comprises,  in  combination,  a 
select  return  mechanism  and  a  reverse  select 
detent  mechanism.  The  select  return  mechanism 
functions  to  automatically  return  the  manual  shift 
lever  to  a  predetermined  neutral  position  at  a 
non-operating  condition  of  the  transmission, 
while,  the  reverse  select  detent  mechanism  func- 
tions  to  give  the  shift  lever  operator  (driver)  a 
detent  feeling  when  he  or  she  carries  out  a 
selecting  operation  for  the  reverse  gear  condition 
of  the  transmission. 

The  transaxle  assembly  10  is  a  single  unit 
including  a  transmission  T  and  a  differential  gear 
D  as  is  seen  from  Fig.  1.  The  transaxle  assembly 
10  comprises  housings  12  and  14  which  are 
united  to  have  mounted  therein  gear  trains  of  the 
transmission  T  as  well  as  gears  of  the  differential 
D.  The  housing  14  also  acts  as  a  housing  for  a 
clutch  16. 

Within  the.  housing  12,  there  are  parallelly 
arranged  an  input  shaft  18  and  an  output  shaft  20 
which  are  rotatable  about  the  respective  axes 
thereof  relative  to  the  housing.  The  input  shaft  18 
is  adapted  to  receive  torque  from  the  engine 
through  the  clutch  16.  Defined  by  or  secured  to 
the  input  shaft  1  8  are  a  first  speed  input  gear  22,  a 
second  speed  input  gear  24,  a  third  speed  input 

Description 

The  present  invention  relates  in  general  to  an 
automotive  manual  transmission  which  is  par- 
ticularly  adaptable  for  use  in  a  front-wheel-drive  5 
automotive  vehicle  having  a  transversely 
mounted  engine,  and  more  particularly  to  an 
arrangement  in  the  transmission,  which  com- 
prises  a  select  return  mechanism  and  a  reverse 
select  detent  mechanism,  according  to  the  pre-  10 
amble  of  claim  1. 

The  transmission  of  the  type  mentioned  above 
is  so  constructed  that  a  control  rod  actuated  by 
the  manual  shift  lever  in  the  vehicle  cabin  extends 
perpendicular  to  a  fork  shaft  on  and  along  which  75 
the  shift  forks  slide,  and  as  speed  change  is 
established  by  making  a  selecting  operation  with 
rotational  movement  of  the  control  rod  and  then 
making  a  shifting  operation  with  axial  movement 
of  the  same.  In  this  connection,  it  is  usual  to  20 
provide  the  transmission  with  a  select  return 
mechanism  which  functions  to  automatically 
return  the  manual  shift  lever  to  a  predetermined 
neutral  position  at  a  non-operating  condition  of 
the  transmission.  25 

A  gear  selector  mechanism  for  an  automotive 
manual  tranmission  of  the  kind  referred  to  in  the 
present  application  is  disclosed  by 
GB  —  A  —  1  333  854,  whereby  such  a  gear  selector 
mechanism  showing  the  features  a)  to  k),  men-  30 
tioned  in  the  precharacterizing  clause  of  claim  1 
apending  to  the  present  application,  is  disclosed 
by  said  GB  —  A—  1  333  854  with  reference  to  its 
claims  1  and  6;  page  2,  lines  29  to  55  thereof,  and 
figure  6.  35 

An  automotive  manual  transmission  of  the 
present  kind,  including  a  control  rod  for  estab- 
lishing  a  speed  change  of  the  transmission,  the 
control  rod  being  rotatable  about  and  slidable 
along  a  longitudinal  axis  thereof  to  achieve  select-  40 
ing  and  shifting  operations,  is  disclosed  by  the 
US  —  A  —  4  228  693.  The  transmission  according  to 
this  publication  comprises  an  arm  secured  to  said 
control  rod  to  be  amovable  therewith,  a  hollow 
holder  placed  in  a  through-hole  of  a  transmission  45 
housing,  said  hollow  holder  being  inserted  into 
said  through-hole  from  outside  the  transmission 
housing  and  secured  thereto  for  positioning 
within  the  housing,  a  piston  movably  received  in 
said  holder  and  contactable  with  a  leading  end  of  so 
said  arm  when  said  arm  rotates  with  the  control 
rod  about  said  axis  through  a  predetermined 
angle  in  a  direction  toward  said  piston,  first 
biasing  means  for  biasing  said  piston  toward  the 
top  leading  end  of  said  arm  so  that  upon  contact  55 
of  said  piston  with  said  leading  end,  said  arm  and 
thereby  said  control  rod  are  biased  to  rotate  in  a 
direction  away  from  the  piston  and  second  bias- 
ing  means  operative  to  produce  a  detent  feeling 
when  said  control  rod  is  rotated  into  a  predeter-  60 
mined  position  in  the  direction  toward  said  pis- 
ton. 

It  is  an  object  of  the  present  invention  to 
provide  an  improved  arrangement  between  a 
select  return  mechanism  and  a  reverse  select  65 
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26  and  28.  However,  as  far  as  the  coupling  sleeves 
46,  56  and  60  and  the  reverse  idler  gear  50  take 
the  respective  rest  positions  as  shown  in  Fig.  1, 
the  engine  power  is  not  transmitted  to  the  output 
shaft  20  thereby  keeping  the  transmission  T  in  a 
rest  or  neutral  condition. 

When  the  coupling  sleeve  46  is  shifted  right- 
ward  in  Fig.  1,  the  first  speed  output  gear  34 
meshing  with  the  first  speed  input  gear  22  comes 
into  driving  connection  with  the  output  shaft  20, 
so  that  the  engine  power  is  transmitted  to  the 
driving  wheels  (not  shown)  through  the  first 
speed  input  gear  22,  the  first  speed  output  gear 
34,  the  drive  pinion  62,  the  ring  gear  66  and  the 
differential  gear  D  thereby  to  establish  a  first 
forward  gear  ratio.  Similar  to  this,  when  the 
coupling  sleeve  46  is  shifted  leftward,  a  second 
forward  gear  ratio  is  established. 

When  the  coupling  sleeve  56  is  shifted  right- 
ward  in  Fig.  1,  the  third  speed  output  gear  38 
meshing  with  the  third  speed  input  gear  26  comes 
into  driving  connection  with  the  output  shaft  20 
thereby  to  establish  a  third  foward  gear  ratio, 
while,  when  the  coupling  sleeve  56  is  shifted 
leftward,  the  fourth  speed  output  gear  40  mesh- 
ing  with  the  fourth  speed  input  gear  28  comes 
into  driving  connection  with  the  output  shaft  20 
thereby  to  establish  a  fourth  forward  gear  ratio. 

When  the  coupling  sleeve  60  is  shifted  right- 
ward  in  Fig.  1,  the  fifth  speed  input  gear  32 
meshing  with  the  fifth  speed  output  gear  42 
comes  into  driving  connection  with  the  input 
shaft  18  to  be  rotatable  therewith,  so  that  the 
engine  power  is  transmitted  to  the  driving  wheels 
through  the  fifth  speed  input  gear  32,  the  fifth 
speed  output  gear  42  splined  to  the  output  shaft 
20,  the  drive  pinion  62,  the  ring  gear  66  and  the 
differential  gear  D  thereby  to  establish  a  fifth 
forward  gear  ratio. 

When  the  reverse  idler  gear  50  is  shifted  left- 
ward  in  Fig.  1  to  engage  with  both  the  reverse 
input  gear  30  and  the  reverse  output  gear  48,  the 
engine  power  is  transmitted  to  the  driving  wheels 
through  the  reverse  input  gear  30,  the  reverse 
idler  gear  50,  the  reverse  output  gear  48,  the  drive 
pinion  62,  the  ring  gear  66  and  the  differential 
gear  D  thereby  to  establish  a  reverse  gear  condi- 
tion. 

As  is  best  seen  from  Fig.  2,  a  common  shift  fork 
shaft  80  is  arranged  in  the  housing  in  a  manner  to 
be  parallel  with  the  input  and  output  shafts  18  and 
20.  Three  shift  forks  74,  76  and  78  constructed  of 
aluminum  are  slidably  suported  at  their  hub 
sections  by  the  common  fork  shaft  80  in  this 
order.  The  shift  forks  74,  76  and  78  are  operatively 
engaged  with  the  annular  grooves  46a,  56a  and 
60a  (see  Fig.  1)  of  the  coupling  sleeves  46,  56  and 
60,  respectively,  for  shifting  these  coupling 
sleeves  rightward  or  leftward  in  Fig.  1.  Each  of  the 
shift  forks  74,  76  and  78  is  formed  with  an 
extension  74a,  76a  or  78a.  The  extensions  76a  and 
78a  extend  along  the  fork  shaft  80  in  the  same 
direction.  As  will  be  understood  from  Fig.  2,  the 
extension  76a  is  placed  between  the  extension 
74a  and  the  extension  78a.  For  the  reason  which 

gear  26,  a  fourth  speed  input  gear  28  and  a 
reverse  input  gear  30.  A  fifth  speed  input  gear  32 
is  journalled  on  the  input  shaft  18.  Journalled  on 
the  output  shaft  20  are  a  first  speed  output  gear 
34,  a  second  speed  output  gear  36,  a  third  speed  5 
output  gear  38  and  a  fourth  speed  output  gear  40 
which  are  constantly  meshed  with  the  first, 
second,  third  and  fourth  speed  input  gears  22,  24, 
26  and  28,  respectively.  A  fifth  speed  output  gear 
42  is  splined  to  the  output  shaft  20  and  constantly  10 
meshed  with  the  fifth  speed  input  gear  32. 

A  first-second  synchronizing  clutch  mechanism 
44  is  slidably  supported  on  the  output  shaft  20, 
which  functions  to  smoothly  connect  either  the 
first  speed  output  gear  34  or  the  second  speed  w 
output  gear  36  to  the  output  shaft  20  thereby  to 
establish  the  first  or  second  forward  gear  ratio.  A 
coupling  sleeve  46  of  the  mechanism  44  is  formed 
at  its  periphery  with  a  reverse  idler  gear  48  which 
is  meshingly  engageable  with  the  reverse  input  20 
gear  39  through  a  reverse  idler  gear  50  (which  is 
shown  dislocated  in  Fig.  1  for  clarification  of  the 
drawing).  The  reverse  idler  gear  50  is  rotatably 
and  axially  slidably  mounted  on  a  stationary  shaft 
52  which  is  parallel  to  the  input  and  output  shafts  25 
18  and  20. 

A  similar  third-fourth  synchronizing  clutch 
mechanism  54  is  slidably  supported  on  the  output 
shaft  20,  which  functions  to  smoothly  connect 
either  the  third  speed  output  gear  38  or  the  fourth  30 
speed  output  gear  40  to  the  output  shaft  20 
thereby  to  establish  the  third  or  fourth  forward 
gear  ratio.  Designated  by  numeral  56  is  a  coupling 
sleeve  of  the  mechanism  54  which  is  shiftable 
rightward  and  leftward  in  Fig.  1.  35 

A  fifth  synchronizing  clutch  mechanism  58  is 
slidably  supported  on  the  input  shaft  18  for 
smoothly  connecting  the  fifth  speed  input  gear  32 
to  the  input  shaft  18  thereby  to  establish  the  fifth 
forward  gear  ratio.  In  particular,  when  a  coupling  40 
sleeve  60  of  this  mechanism  58  is  shifted  right- 
ward  in  Fig.  1,  the  fifth  speed  input  gear  32 
meshing  with  the  fifth  speed  output  gear  42 
becomes  into  driving  connection  with  the  input 
shaft  18.  45 

A  drive  pinion  62  is  defined  by  or  secured  to  the 
output  shaft  20.  The  drive  pinion  62  meshes  with 
a  ring  gear  66  secured  to  a  casing  64  of  the 
differential  gear  D  thereby  to  constitute  a  final 
drive  mechanism.  The  differential  gear  casing  64  so 
is  rotatably  supported  at  its  axial  both  ends  by  the 
housings  12  and  14  through  thrust  bearings  68 
and  70  which  are  mounted  in  the  housings  12  and 
14,  respectively.  Although  not  shown  in  the  draw- 
ing  (Fig.  1  ),  a  pair  of  road  wheel  driving  shafts  are  55 
inserted  at  their  inside  ends  into  the  casing  64 
from  the  axial  ends  of  the  casing  and  respectively 
engaged  with  side  gears  (not  shown)  of  the 
differential  gear  D. 

In  the  above-described  construction,  the  engine  60 
output  which  is  transmitted  from  an  engine  crank 
shaft  72  to  the  input  shaft  18  through  the  clutch  1  6 
rotates  the  first,  second,  third  and  fourth  speed 
output  gears  34,  36,  38  and  40  through  the  first, 
second,  third  and  fourth  speed  input  gears  22,  24,  65 
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arranged  in  the  housing  14  in  such  an  arrange- 
ment  that  the  axis  thereof  is  normal  to  the  axis  of 
the  common  fork  shaft  80.  The  control  rod  94  is 
rotatable  about  the  axis  thereof  and  slidable 

5  along  the  axis  thereof.  One  end  of  the  control  rod 
94  is  projected  outwardly  from  the  housing  14 
and  connected  through  a  suitable  linkage  to  a 
conventional  manual  shift  lever  (not  shown) 
located  in  a  vehicle  cabin.  It  is  to  be  noted  that  the 

10  selecting  operation  of  the  manual  shift  lever 
induces  rotation  of  the  control  rod  94  about  the 
axis  thereof  and  the  shifting  operation  of  the 
manual  shift  lever  induces  sliding  movement  of 
the  control  rod  94  along  the  axis  thereof.  As  is 

15  seen  from  Fig.  3,  the  control  rod  94  is  formed  at  its 
inwardly  leading  end  portion  with  three  spaced 
notches  94a,  94b  and  94c.  A  detent  ball  96  is 
slidably  received  in  the  afore-mentioned  sleeve 
98  which  is  tightly  received  in  a  bore  (no  numeral) 

20  formed  in  the  housing  14.  A  spring  100  is  put  in 
the  sleeve  98  to  bias  the  detent  ball  96  toward  the 
control  rod  94.  With  the  detent  ball  96  engaged  in 
one  of  the  notches  94a,  94b  and  94c,  the  control 
rod  94  is  restrained  in  one  of  its  longitudinal 

25  positions. 
As  is  understood  from  Fig.  3,  the  pivotting 

levers  82,  84,  86  and  88  are  of  a  bell  crank  type, 
and  they  have  at  the  leading  ends  of  second  arm 
portions  thereof  respective  recesses  82b,  84b,  86b 

30  and  88b,  the  recesses  being  aligned  when  all  the 
pivotting  levers  82,  84,  86  and  88  are  in  their 
neutral  or  rest  positions. 

An  interlock  is  provided  to  ensure  that  only  one 
pivotting  lever  82,  84,  86  and  88  is  moved  at  any 

35  given  time.  A  generally  sectorial  interlock  plate 
106  is  rotatably  disposed  at  its  hub  section  106a 
on  the  control  rod  94  with  its  arcuate  free  end 
section  slidably  received  in  the  aligned  recesses 
82b,  84b,  86b  and  88b  of  the  pivotting  levers.  As 

40  will  be  understood  from  Figs.  4,  5,  6  and  7,  the 
sectorial  section  of  the  interlock  plate  106  is  put 
between  two  lug  portions  92g  and  92h  (see  Fig.  6) 
of  the  bracket  92  so  as  to  restrain  the  axial 
movement  of  the  interlock  plate  106  along  the 

45  control  rod  94.  As  is  seen  from  Fig.  8,  the  interlock 
plate  106  is  formed  with  a  stepped  recess  106b 
which  leads  to  the  arcuate  free  end  section.  The 
width  of  the  mouth  portion  of  the  recess  106b  is 
equal  to  or  less  than  the  thickness  of  each  pivot- 

so  ting  lever.  As  is  seen  from  Figs.  8  and  9,  a  blined 
hole  106c  is  formed  in  the  interlock  plate  106  and 
extends  toward  the  hub  section  106a. 

As  is  best  seen  from  Fig.  3,  a  control  head 
member  110  is  secured  at  its  hub  section  to  the 

55  control  rod  94  by  means  of  a  connecting  pin  108 
to  be  movable  therewith.  The  control  head 
member  110  has  a  shank  portion  110b  which 
extends  along  the  control  rod  94  leaving  a  space 
therefrom.  The  shank  portion  110b  is  slidably 

60  received  in  the  afore-mentioned  stepped  recess 
106b  of  the  interlock  plate  106.  Thus,  it  will  be 
appreciated  that  the  rotation  of  the  control  head 
member  110  with  the  control  rod  94  about  the 
axis  of  the  rod  94  induces  a  simultaneous  rotation 

65  of  the  interlock  plate  106,  but,  the  axial  movement 

will  become  clear  hereinafter,  the  extensions  74a, 
76a  and  78a  are  respectively  formed  at  their 
leading  ends  with  recesses  74b,  76b  and  78b 
which  face  toward  the  same  direction,  that  is, 
toward  a  motion  transmitting  mechanism.  As  will 
be  described  hereinnext,  the  motion  transmitting 
mechanism  functions  to  transmit  the  motion  of  a 
manually  operated  control  rod  94  to  one  of  the 
shift  forks  74,  76  and  78  thereby  shifting  the 
corresponding  coupling  sleeve  46,  56  or  60  in 
such  a  manner  as  is  described  hereinabove. 

The  motion  transmitting  mechanism  comprises 
first,  second,  third  and  fourth  pivotting  levers  82, 
84,  86  and  88  which  have  substantially  equal 
thickness  and  are  pivotally  mounted  on  a 
common  pin  90  in  this  order  so  as  to  be  pivotal 
about  the  axis  of  the  pin  90.  In  the  present 
embodiment,  the  first,  second  and  third  pivotting 
levers  82,  84  and  86  are  identical  in  shape.  As  will 
become  clear  as  the  description  proceeds,  the  pin 
90  is  arranged  normal  to  the  axis  of  the  common 
shift  fork  shaft  80.  The  first,  second  and  third 
pivotting  levers  82,  84  and  86  are  respectively 
formed  with  first  arms  portions  82a,  84a  and  86a 
which  are  pivotally  received  in  or  jointly  engaged 
with  the  afore-mentioned  recesses  74b,  76b  and 
78b  of  the  shift  fork  extensions  74a,  76a  and  78a, 
respectively  to  form  therewith  articulated  connec- 
tions.  The  leading  ends  of  the  arm  portions  82a, 
84a  and  86a  are  equipped  with  caps  150  (see  Fig. 
3)  of  sintered  alloy  or  suitable  plastics  for  effect- 
ing  abrasion  protection.  As  is  seen  from  Fig.  3,  the 
fourth  pivotting  lever  88  has  an  elongate  exten- 
sion  88a  which  is  bifurcated  straddling  the 
reverse  idler  gear  50. 

The  unit  consisting  of  the  first,  second,  third 
and  fourth  pivotting  levers  82,  84,  86  and  88  and 
the  common  pin  90  is  housed  in  a  supporting 
member  or  generally  U-shaped  bracket  92  which 
is  secured  to  the  housing  14.  As  is  understood 
from  Figs.  6  and  7  and  Fig.  2,  the  common  pin  90 
passes  through  aligned  holes  92d  respectively 
formed  in  spaced  side  walls  92b  and  92c  of  the 
bracket  92.  The  bottom  wall  92a  of  the  bracket  92 
is  formed  at  spaced  sections  thereof  with  three 
holes  (no  numerals)  through  which  later-men- 
tioned  three  bolts  104  are  respectively  passed. 
Further,  the  bottom  wall  92a  of  the  bracket  92  is 
formed  at  its  outer  surface  with  a  circular  projec- 
tion  92e,  and  a  positioning  hole  92f.  As  will  be 
understood  from  Figs.  2  and  5,  the  bracket  92  is 
secured  to  the  housing  14  by  the  three  bolts  104 
passing  through  the  three  holes  of  the  bracket 
bottom  wail  92a  and  is  arranged  so  that  the  first, 
second,  third  and  fourth  pivotting  levers  82,  84,  86 
and  88  are  pivotable  about  the  common  pin  90 
along  respective  planes  parallel  to  the  axis  of  the 
common  fork  shaft  80.  As  is  seen  from  Figs.  2  and 
3,  securing  the  bracket  92  to  the  housing  14  is  so 
made  that  the  circular  projection  92e  of  the 
bottom  wall  92a  is  put  in  one  end  of  a  later- 
mentioned  sleeve  98  and  the  positioning  hole  92f 
of  the  bottom  wall  92a  puts  therein  a  positioning 
pin  102  secured  to  the  housing  14. 

As  is  seen  from  Figs  2  and  3,  a  control  rod  94  is 
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condition  wherein  the  control  rod  94  is  in  a 
neutral  position,  in  both  selecting  (rotating)  and 
shifting  (sliding)  movements,  as  is  shown  by  Figs. 
2  to  5.  In  this  condition,  the  detent  ball  112  (see 
Fig.  4)  carried  by  the  interlock  plate  106  is 
engaged  with  the  notch  92j  of  the  plate  92i  to 
restrain  the  control  rod  94  in  a  settled  position  in 
rotating  movement  of  the  rod  94,  and  the  arm  116 
(see  Fig.  5)  of  the  select  return  mechanism  takes  a 
position  indicated  by  solid  line  wherein  the  roller 
118  engages  the  piston  124  which  takes  its 
uppermost  position.  Further,  in  this  condition,  the 
head  proper  110a  of  the  control  head  member  110 
is  engaged  with  the  recess  84b  of  the  second 
pivotting  lever  84,  and  as  is  seen  from  Fig.  3,  the 
detent  ball  96  is  engaged  with  the  center  notch 
94a  of  the  control  rod  94  to  restrain  the  control 
rod  94  in  a  settled  position  in  sliding  movement  of 
the  rod  94.  Furthermore,  in  this  condition,  the 
coupling  sleeves  46,  56  and  60  and  the  reverse 
idler  gear  50  take  the  respective  positions  as 
shown  by  Fig.  1,  so  that  the  engine  power  is  not 
transmitted  to  the  differential  gear  D  thereby 
holding  the  vehicle  in  a  halt. 

When  now  the  control  rod  94  is  rotated  about 
its  axis  in  a  counterclockwise  direction  in  Figs.  4 
and  5  in  response  to  a  selecting  operation  of  the 
manual  shift  lever,  the  control  head  member  110 
rotated  together  with  the  rod  94  brings  about  a 
counterclockwise  rotation  of  the  interlock  plate 
106  moving  detent  ball  1  12  from  a  position  on  the 
line  a  (see  Fig.  4)  to  a  position  on  the  line  (3. 
During  ths  operation,  a  detent  feeling  is  given 
because  the  detent  bail  112  is  pushed  against  the 
biasing  force  of  the  spring  114,  and  when  the 
head  proper  110a  of  the  control  head  member  110 
comes  to  a  position  indicated  by  broken  line  X  in 
Fig.  4  and  contacts  a  portion  of  the  bracket  92,  the 
operator  (driver)  can  recognize  that  the  control 
rod  94  has  come  to  a  temporary  position  for  the 
first  or  second  forward  gear  ratio,  in  which  posi- 
tion  the  head  proper  1  10a  is  received  in  the  recess 
82b  of  the  first  pivotting  lever  82.  When  then  the 
control  rod  94  is  axially  moved  in  the  rightward 
direction  in  Figs.  2  and  3  in  response  to  a  shifting 
operation  of  the  manual  shift  lever,  the  first 
pivotting  lever  82  is  rotated  about  the  pin  90  in  a 
counterclockwise  direction  in  Fig.  3  thereby  shift- 
ing  through  the  shift  fork  74  the  coupling  sleeve 
46  in  the  rightward  direction  in  Fig.  LThus,  as  has 
been  mentioned  hereinafore,  the  first  forward 
gear  ratio  is  established.  While,  when  the  control 
rod  94  in  the  temporary  position  is  axially  moved 
in  the  leftward  direction  in  Figs.  2  and  3,  the  lever 
82  is  rotated  in  a  clockwise  direction  in  Fig.  3 
thereby  shifting  the  coupling  sleeve  46  in  the 
leftward  direction  in  Fig.  1.  Thus,  the  second 
forward  gear  ratio  is  established. 

During  the  above-mentioned  operation,  the 
detent  ball  96  (see  Fig.  3)  is  forced  to  move  from 
the  center  notch  94a  to  the  notch  94c  or  the  notch 
94b  compressing  the  spring  100.  Thus,  a  detent 
feeling  is  given  at  the  sliding  movement  of  the  rod 
94. 

When  the  control  rod  94  in  the  above-men- 

of  the  control  head  member  110  with  the  control 
rod  94  does  not  induce  the  axial  movement  of  the 
interlock  plate  106.  The  shank  portion  110b  of  the 
control  head  member  110  is  formed  with  a  head 
proper  1  10a  which  projects  radially  outwardly  but  5 
slightly  from  the  stepped  recess  106b  of  the 
interlock  plate  106  to  be  received  in  one  of  the 
afore-mentioned  recesses  82b,  84b,  86b  and  88b 
of  the  pivotting  levers  82,  84,  86  and  88.  As  is  seen 
from  Fig.  9,  a  detent  ball  1  1  2  is  slidably  received  in  io 
the  blind  hole  106c  of  the  interlock  plate  106.  A 
spring  114  is  put  in  the  hole  106c  to  bias  the  ball 
112  toward  a  notched  plate  92i  secured  to  the 
bracket  92  in  a  manner  as  is  depicted  by  Fig.  4. 
The  arrangement  of  the  notched  plate  92i  relative  15 
to  the  bracket  92  is  clearly  shown  by  Figs.  6  and  7. 
As  is  seen  from  Figs.  4  and  7,  the  notched  plate 
92i  is  formed  with  a  notch  92j  and  a  step  92k  with 
which  the  detent  ball  112  is  engageable.  With  the 
detent  ball  1  1  2  engaged  in  the  notch,  the  interlock  20 
plate  106  is  restrained  in  a  predetermined  angular 
position. 

As  is  best  seen  in  Fig.  8,  the  interlock  plate  106 
is  formed,  at  the  arcuate  free  end  section  near  the 
mouth  of  the  recess  106b,  with  a  projection  106e  25 
which  serves  to  limit  rotation  of  the  interlock  plate 
106  about  the  control  rod  94  as  will  become  clear 
hereinafter. 

As  is  seen  from  Fig.  3,  the  control  head  member 
110  is  formed,  at  a  side  opposite  to  the  shank  30 
portion  110b,  with  an  arm  116  of  which  leading 
end  is  equipped  with  a  roller  118  which  are  parts 
of  a  next-mentioned  select  return  mechanism 
which  functions  to  impose  the  shift  lever  operator 
(driver)  a  slightly  greater  effort  to  move  the  shift  35 
lever  when  he  or  she  selects  the  fifth  forward  gear 
ratio  or  the  reverse  gear  position.  As  is  seen  from 
Fig.  5,  the  roller  118  is  associated  with  a  biasing 
unit  120.  The  unit  120  comprises  a  hollow  holder 
122  secured  to  the  housing  14.  A  piston  124  is  40 
slidably  received  in  the  holder  122  and  a  spring 
126  is  set  in  the  holder  122  to  bias  the  piston  124 
to  abut  against  the  roller  118.  A  stopper  pin  128 
securedto  the  holder  122  is  projected  into  an 
axially  extending  recess  124c  of  the  piston  124  for  45 
limiting  the  axial  movement  of  the  piston  124. 

Incorporating  with  the  select  return  mechanism 
mentioned  hereinabove,  a  reverse  select  detent 
mechanism  is  arranged  in  a  manner  as  is 
described  hereinnext.  so 

The  piston  124  is  formed  at  its  cylindrical  outer 
side  with  an  axially  extending  recess  124a  which 
opens  to  a  hole  122a  formed  in  the  holder  122.  A 
detent  ball  130  is  siidably  received  in  the  hole 
122a  with  a  portion  thereof  projected  into  the  ss 
recess  124a.  The  ball  130  is  biased  toward  the 
recess  124a  by  means  of  a  spring  134  and  another 
ball  136  which  are  received  in  a  hole  14a  defined 
by  the  housing  14,  the  hole  14a  being  plugged 
with  a  bolt  132.  As  is  shown,  the  hole  14a  extends  so 
perpendicular  to  the  axis  of  the  piston  124. 

In  the  following,  operation  of  the  transmission 
will  be  described. 

In  order  to  facilitate  the  description  of  the 
operation,  it  will  be  commenced  with  respect  to  a  65 
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Fig.  5  pushing  via  the  roller  118  the  piston  124 
against  the  force  of  the  spring  1  26  by  a  degree  to 
cause  the  detent  ball  130  to  ride  over  the  end  124b 
of  the  recess  124a.  With  the  detent  ball  130  riding 
over  the  recess  124a,  a  detent  feeling  is  given  so 
that  the  operator  (driver)  can  recognize  that  the 
control  rod  94  has  passed  the  temporary  position 
for  the  fifth  forward  gear  ratio.  When  the  control 
rod  94  is  still  further  rotated  in  the  same  direction, 
the  projection  106e  of  the  interlock  plate  106 
comes  to  a  position  indicated  by  a  phantom  line  Y 
in  Fig.  4  and  contacts  a  portion  of  the  bracket  92 
so  that  the  operator  (driver)  can  recognize  that  the 
control  rod  94  has  come  to  a  temporary  position 
for  the  reverse  gear  ratio.  In  this  condition,  the 
head  proper  1  1  0a  of  the  control  head  member  110 
is  received  in  the  recess  88b  of  the  fourth  pivot- 
ting  lever  88.  Thus,  when  then  the  control  rod  94 
is  axially  moved  in  the  leftward  direction  in  Figs.  2 
and  3,  the  fourth  pivotting  lever  88  is  rotated 
about  the  pin  90  in  a  clockwise  direction  in  Fig.  3, 
thereby  moving  the  reverse  idler  gear  50  from  the 
position  indicated  by  solid  line  to  the  position 
indicated  by  phantom  line.  That  is,  the  reverse 
idler  gear  50  is  shifted  leftward  in  Fig.  1  to  engage 
with  both  the  reverse  input  gear  30  and  the 
reverse  output  gear  48  to  establish  the  reverse 
gear  condition. 

During  this  shifting  operation,  a  detent  feeling 
is  given  by  the  fact  that  the  detent  ball  96  (see  Fig. 
3)  is  forced  to  move  from  the  notch  94a  to  the 
notch  94b  against  the  biasing  force  of  the  spring 
100. 

As  is  understood  from  the  above,  the  shifting 
operation  to  the  fifth  forward  gear  ratio  and  the 
reverse  gearratio  is  made  with  the  arm  116  of  the 
control  head  member  110  pushing  the  spring- 
biased  piston  124  of  the  select  return  mechanism. 
However,  this  shifting  operation  is  smoothly 
made  because  of  provision  of  the  roller  118  which 
runs  on  the  piston  124  during  such  shifting.  The 
shifting  or  returning  operation  to  the  neutral 
position  from  the  position  for  the  fifth  forward 
gear  ratio  or  the  reverse  gear  ratio  is  easily  made 
with  a  reduced  operating  force  because  of  assist- 
ance  of  the  force  produced  by  the  compressed 
spring  126.  In  short,  a  so-called  select  returning 
function  is  established. 

Even  when  the  operator  (driver)  intends  to  carry 
out  the  shifting  operation  with  the  control  rod  94 
taking  an  angular  position  other  than  the  above- 
mentioned  predetermined  temporary  positions, 
the  shifting  is  suppressed  because  in  such  a 
condition  the  stepped  recess  106b  of  the  interlock 
plate  106  fails  to  align  with  any  of  the  recesses 
82b,  84b,  86b  and  88b  of  the  first,  second,  third 
and  fourth  pivotting  levers  82,  84,  86  and  88 
thereby  blocking  the  movement  of  these  levers 
82,  84,  86  and  88  about  the  pin  90. 

The  axial  moving  distance  of  the  control  rod  94 
is  adjusted  by,  as  is  seen  from  Fig.  3,  abutting  a 
shoulder  portion  94d  of  the  rod  94  against  the 
downwardly  projected  portion  of  the  sleeve  98, 
abutting  the  control  head  member  110  against  an 
edge  92m  of  the  bracket  bottom  wall  92a,  and 

tioned  neutral  position  is  axially  moved  in  the 
rightward  direction  in  Figs.  2  and  3,  the  second 
pivotting  lever  84  is  rotated  about  the  pin  90  in  a 
counterclockwise  direction  in  Fig.  3  thereby  shift- 
ing,  through  the  shift  fork  76,  the  coupling  sleeve  5 
56  in  the  rightward  direction  in  Fig.  1.  Thus,  the 
third  forward  gear  ratio  is  established  as  has  been 
described  hereinabove.  When  the  control  rod  94 
in  the  neutral  position  is  axially  moved  in  the 
leftward  direction  in  Figs.  2  and  3,  the  second  to 
pivotting  lever  84  is  rotated  in  a  clockwise  direc- 
tion  in  Fig.  3  thereby  shifting  the  coupling  sleeve 
56  in  the  leftward  direction  in  Fig.  1.  Thus,  the 
fourth  forward  gear  ratio  is  established. 

During  this  shifting  operation,  the  detent  feel-  15 
ing  is  also  given  by  the  spring-biased  detent  ball 
96  similar  to  the  case  of  the  above-mentioned 
operation  to  the  first  or  second  forward  gear  ratio. 

When  the  control  rod  94  in  the  neutral  position 
is  rotated  about  the  axis  thereof  in  a  clockwise  20 
direction  in  Figs.  4  and  5,  the  control  head 
member  110  rotated  together  with  the  rod  94 
brings  about  a  clockwise  rotation  of  the  interlock 
plate  106  moving  the  detent  ball  112  from  the 
position  on  the  line  a  (see  Fig.  4)  to  a  position  on  25 
the  line  y.  At  this  time,  a  detent  feeling  is  given 
because  the  detent  ball  112  is  pushed  against  the 
biasing  force  of  the  spring  114  and  is  brought  into 
contact  with  the  step  92k  of  the  notched  plate  92i. 
During  this  operation,  the  arm  116  (see  Fig.  5)  30 
extending  from  the  control  head  member  110  is 
rotated  about  the  axis  of  the  control  rod  94  in  a 
clockwise  direction  in  Fig.  5  pushing  via  the  roller 
118  the  piston  124  against  the  force  of  the  spring 
126  into  a  position  wherein  one  end  124b  of  the  •  35 
groove  124a  of  the  piston  124  contacts  the  detent 
ball  130.  This  contact  gives  the  shift  lever  operator 
(driver)  a  detent  feeling.  When  the  detent  feeling 
is  given,  the  operator  (driver)  can  recognize  that 
the  head  proper  1  10a  of  the  control  head  member  40 
110  has  come  to  a  temporary  position  where  the 
head  proper  is  received  in  the  recess  86b  of  the 
third  pivotting  lever  86.  When,  then,  the  control 
rod  94  is  axiaily  moved  in  the  righward  direction 
in  Figs.  2  and  3,  the  third  pivotting  lever  86  is  45 
rotated  about  the  pin  90  in  a  counterclockwise 
direction  in  Fig.  3  thereby  moving,  through  the 
shift  fork  78,  the  coupling  sleeve  60  in  the  right- 
ward  direction  in  Fig.  1.  Thus,  the  fifth  forward 
gear  ratio  is  established.  so 

During  this  shifting  operation,  a  detent  feeling 
is  given  by  the  fact  that  the  detent  ball  96  is  forced 
to  move  from  the  notch  94a  to  the  notch  94c 
against  the  biasing  force  of  the  spring  100. 

When  the  control  rod  94  in  the  neutral  position  55 
is  rotated  by  a  great  degree  about  the  axis  thereof 
in  a  clockwise  direction  in  Figs.  4  and  5  exceeding 
the  temporary  position  for  the  fifth  forward  gear 
ratio,  the  detent  ball  112  carried  by  the  interlock 
plate  106  is  moved  from  the  position  on  the  line  a  60 
to  a  position  on  the  line  5  riding  over  the  step  92k 
of  the  bracket  notched  plate  92i.  During  this 
operation,  the  arm  116  (see  Fig.  5)  of  the  control 
head  member  1  10  is  greatly  rotated  about  the  axis 
of  the  control  rod  94  in  a  clockwise  direction  in  65 
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i)  a  detent  ball  (130)  being  slidably  received  in 
said  through-hole  (122a)  of  said  holder  with  a 
portion  of  the  detent  member  projecting  into 
said  recess  (124a)  of  the  piston, 

j)  said  second  biasing  means  (134)  being 
arranged  to  bias  said  detent  ball  (130) 
towards  the  bottom  of  said  recess  (124a), 

k)  said  second  biasing  means  (134)  being 
received  in  a  through-hole  (14a)  which  is 
defined  in  said  transmission  housing  (12,  14), 
extends  perpendicular  to  the  axis  along 
which  said  piston  (124)  is  movable  and  is 
plugged  at  one  end  with  a  bolt  (132), 

characterized  in  that  said  hollow  holder  (122)  is 
placed  in  a  through-hole  of  said  transmission 
housing  (12,  14),  said  hollow  holder  being 
inserted  into  said  through-hole  from  outside  the 
transmission  housing  and  secured  thereto  for 
positioning  within  the  housing, 
a  second  ball  (136)  being  positioned  between  said 
second  biasing  means  (134)  and  said  detent  ball 
(130)  whereby  the  detent  ball  (130)  may  smoothly 
rotate  in  response  to  actual  movements  of  the 
piston  (124), 
stopper  means  (128)  being  provided  which  limits 
the  axial  movement  of  said  piston  (1  24)  relative  to 
said  holder  (122). 

2.  Transmission  as  claimed  in  claim  1,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  biasing  means  comprises  a 
spring  (134)  received  in  said  through-hole  (14a) 
defined  in  said  transmission  housing  (12,  14)  and 
said  second  ball  (136)  interposed  between  an  end 
of  said  spring  (134)  and  said  detent  ball  (130). 

3.  Transmission  as  claimed  in  claim  2,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  through-hole  (14a)  of  the 
transmission  housing  (12,  14)  is  aligned  with  said 
hole  (122a)  of  said  holder  (122). 

4.  Transmission  as  claimed  in  claim  3,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  stopper  means  comprises  a  pin 
(128)  secured  to  said  holder  (122)  and  projecting 
into  a  recess  (124c)  formed  at  the  side  section  of 
said  piston  (124). 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Gangwahlmechanismusfurein  handgeschal- 
tetes  Kraftfahrzeuggetriebe  mit 
a)  einer  drehbaren  und  axial  verschiebbaren 

Schaltstange  (94), 
b)  einem  radial  von  der  Schaltstange  vorsprin- 

genden  und  mit  dieser  beweglichen  Arm 
(116), 

c)  einem  hohlen  Halter  (122)  in  einem  Getriebe- 
gehause  (12,  14), 

d)  einem  Kolben  (124),  der  beweglich  in  dem 
Halter  aufgenommen  ist  und  mit  dem  vorde- 
ren  Ende  des  Armes  (116)  in  Beruhrung 
kommt,  wenn  der  Arm  mit  der  Schaltstange 
(94)  um  dessen  Achse  iiber  einen  vorgegebe- 
nen  Winkel  in  Richtung  des  Kolbens 
geschwenkt  wird, 

e)  einer  ersten  Vorspanneinrichtung  (126)  zum 
Vorspannen  des  Kolbens  in  Richtung  des 
oberen,  vorderen  Endes  des  Armes  (116), 
durch  die  bei  Beruhrung  zwischen  dem  Kil- 

abutting  a  flanged  end  94e  of  the  rod  94  against 
the  projected  portion  of  the  sleeve  98.  With  this,  a 
so-called  shift  stopper  is  provided. 

Although  in  the  foregoing  description,  the 
selecting  operation  is  established  by  the  rotation  5 
of  the  control  rod  94  about  the  axis  thereof  and 
the  shifting  operation  is  established  by  the  axial 
movement  of  the  same,  it  is  also  possible  that  the 
shifting  operation  is  made  by  the  rotation  of  the 
rod  94  and  the  selecting  operation  is  made  by  the  io 
axial  movement  of  the  rod. 

Although,  foregoing  description  is  made  with 
respect  to  the  select  detent  mechanism  for  the 
reverse  gear  condition,  the  measure  of  the 
present  invention  can  be  applied  to  the  other  15 
select  checking  mechanism  for  the  first,  second  or 
fifth  forward  gear  ratio. 

As  is  described  hereinabove,  the  arrangement 
of  the  present  invention  comprising  the  select 
return  mechanism  and  the  reverse  select  detent  20 
mechanism  has  a  unique  construction  in  which 
some  essential  parts  of  them  are  used  as 
common  parts.  In  fact,  the  piston  124  and  the 
holder  122  of  the  select  return  mechanism  are 
used  as  parts  of  the  reverse  select  detent  25 
mechanism,  so  that  entire  construction  of  the 
transmission  can  be  made  compact  with  reduced 
number  of  parts  and  the  operation  of  the  reverse 
select  detent  mechanism  is  established  in  direct 
association  with  that  of  the  select  return  30 
mechanism. 

Claims 

1.  Gear  selector  mechanism  for  an  automotive  35 
manual  transmission,  comprising 
a)  a  rotatable  and  axially  movable  control  rod 

(94), 
b)  an  arm  (116)  projecting  radially  from  said 

control  rod  and  being  movable  therewith,  40 
c)  a  hollow  holder  (122)  provided  in  a  trans- 

mission  housing  (12,  14), 
d)  a  piston  (124)  movably  received  in  said 

holder  and  contactable  with  a  leading  end  of 
said  arm  (116)  when  said  arm  rotates  with  the  45 
control  rod  (94)  about  said  axis  through  a 
predetermined  angle  in  a  direction  towards 
said  piston, 

e)  first  biasing  means  (126)  for  biasing  said 
piston  towards  the  top  leading  end  of  said  50 
arm  (116)  so  that  upon  contact  of  said  piston 
with  said  leading  end,  said  arm  and  thereby 
said  control  rod  (34)  are  biased  to  rotate  in  a 
direction  away  from  the  piston  (124)  into  a 
position  corresponding  to  the  3rd/4th  gear,  55 

f)  second  biasing  means  (134)  operative  to  pro- 
duce  a  detent  feeling  when  said  control  rod 
(94)  is  rotated  into  a  predetermined  position 
in  the  direction  towards  said  piston  (124), 

g)  said  hollow  holder  (122)  having  a  through-  60 
hole  (122a)  in  a  side  wall  section  thereof, 

h)  said  piston  (124)  having  at  a  side  section 
thereof  a  recess  (124a)  mating  with  said 
through-hole  of  said  holder  when  said  piston 
assumes  a  predetermined  position,  65 
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ben  und  dem  vorderen  Ende  der  Arm  und 
damit  die  Schaltstange  (94)  in  Drehrichtung 
und  von  dem  Kolben  (124)  weg  in  eine  dem 
dritten/vierten  Gang  entsprechende  Position 
vorgespannt  werden,  5 

f)  einer  sweiten  Vorspanneinrichtung  (134)  zur 
Erzeugung  eines  Rastgefiihles,  wenn  die 
Schaltstange  (94)  in  eine  vorgegebene  Posi- 
tion  in  Richtung  des  Kolbens  (124)  gedreht 
wird,  10 

g)  welcher  hohle  Halter  (122)  eine  Durchgangs- 
bohrung  (122a)  in  seiner  Seitenwand  auf- 
weist, 

h)  welcher  Kolben  (124)  in  einem  Seitenbereich 
eines  Ausnehmung  (124a)  aufweist,  die  mit  is 
der  Durchgangsbohrung  des  Halters  zusam- 
mentrifft,  wenn  der  Kolben  eine  vorgege- 
bene  Position  einnimmt, 

i)  einer  Rastkugel  (130),  die  gleitend  in  der 
Durchgangsbohrung  (122a)  des  Hohlen  Hal-  20 
ters  liegt  und  mit  einem  Teil  in  die  Ausneh- 
mung  (124a)  des  Kolbens  hineinragt, 

j)  welche  zweite  Vorspanneinrichtung  (134)  die 
Rastkugel  (130)  in  Richtung  des  Bodens  der 
Ausnehmung  (124a)  vorspannt,  25 

k)  welche  zweite  Vorspanneinrichtung  (134)  in 
einer  Durchgangsbohrung  (14a)  in  dem 
Getriebegehause  (12,  14)  liegt,  die  sich  senk- 
recht  zu  der  Achse  erstreckt,  entlang  der  der 
Kolben  (124)  beweglich  ist,  und  an  ihrem  30 
Ende  mit  einem  Bolzen  (132)  verschlossen 
ist, 

dadurch  gekennzeichnet, 
dalS  der  hohle  Halter  (122)  in  einer  Durchgangs- 
bohrung  des  Getriebegehauses  (12,  14)  liegt  und  35 
in  die  Durchgangsbohrung  von  aulSerhalb  des 
Getriebegehauses  eingefugt  und  an  diesem  zur 
Ausrichtung  innerhalb  des  Gehauses  befestigt 
ist, 
dalS  eine  zweite  Kugel  (136)  zwischen  der  zweiten  40 
Vorspanneinrichtung  (134)  und  der  Rastkugel 
(130)  liegt,  so  dalS  die  Rastkugel  (130)  entspre- 
chend  den  Bewegungen  des  Kolbens  (124)  weich 
drehbar  ist, 
und  dalS  eine  Anschlag  (128)  vorgesehen  ist,  der  45 
die  axiale  Bewegung  des  Kolbens  (124)  in  bezug 
auf  den  Halter  (T22)  begrenzt. 

2.  Getriebe  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekenn- 
zeichnet,  dalS  die  Vorspanneinrichtung  eine 
Feder  (134)  umfalSt,  die  in  der  Durchgangsboh-  50 
rung  (14a)  liegt,  die  in  dem  Getriebegehause  (12, 
14)  ausgebildet  ist,  und  dalS  die  zweite  Kugel 
(136)  zwischen  einem  Ende  der  Feder  (134)  und 
der  Rastkugel  (130)  liegt. 

3.  Getriebe  nach  Anspruch  2,  dadurch  gekenn-  55 
zeichnet,  dalS  die  Durchgangsbohrung  (14a)  des 
Getriebegehauses  (12,  14)  mit  der  Bohrung 
(122a)  des  Halters  (122)  ausgerichtet  ist. 

4.  Getriebe  nach  Anspruch  3,  dadurch  gekenn- 
zeichnet,  dalS  der  Anschlag  einen  Stift  (128)  so 
umfalSt,  der  an  dem  Halter  (122)  befestigt  ist  und 
in  eine  Ausnehmung  (124c)  hineinragt,  die  im 
Seitenbereich  des  Kolbens  (124)  ausgebildet  ist. 

65 

Revendications 

1.  Mecanisme  selecteur  de  vitesse  pour  une 
transmission  de  vehicule  a  commande  manuelle, 
comprenant 
a)  une  tige  de  commande  rotative  et  axiale- 

ment  mobile  (94), 
b)  un  bras  (116)  depassant  radialement  de 

ladite  tige  de  commande  et  etant  mobile 
avec  elle, 

c)  un  support  creux  (122)  prevu  dans  un  carter 
de  transmission  (12,  14), 

d)  un  piston  (124)  regu  mobile  dans  ledit  sup- 
port  et  pouvant  venir  en  contact  avec  une 
extremite  avant  dudit  bras  (116)  lorsque  ledit 
bras  tourne  avec  la  tige  de  commande  (94) 
autour  dudit  axe  sur  un  angle  predetermine 
dans  une  direction  vers  ledit  piston, 

e)  un  premier  moyen  de  sollicitation  (126)  pour 
solliciter  ledit  piston  vers  Textremite  supe- 
rieure  menante  dudit  bras  (116)  de  maniere 
que  lors  d'un  contact  dudit  piston  avec  ladite 
extremite  menante,  ledit  bras  et  ainsi  ladite 
tige  de  commande  (34)  soient  sollicites  pour 
tourner  dans  une  direction  au  loin  du  piston 
(124)  a  une  position  correspondant  aux 
3eme/4eme  vitesses, 

f)  un  second  moyen  de  solicitation  (134)  ser- 
vant  a  produire  une  sensation  d'arret  lorsque 
ladite  tige  de  commande  (94)  est  tournee  a 
une  position  predeterminee  dans  la  direction 
vers  ledit  piston  (124), 

g)  ledit  support  creux  (122)  etant  traverse  d'un 
trou  (122a)  dans  une  section  de  paroi  late- 
rale, 

h)  ledit  piston  (124)  ayant,  a  une  section  late- 
rale,  un  evidement  (124a)  correspondant 
avec  ledit  trou  dudit  support  lorsque  ledit 
piston  prend  une  position  predeterminee, 

i)  une  bilie  d'arret  (130)  etant  recue  coulissante 
dans  ledit  trou  (122a)  dudit  support  avec  une 
partie  de  I'organe  d'arret  depassant  dans 
ledit  evidement  (124a)  du  piston, 

j)  ledit  second  moyen  de  sollicitation  (134) 
etant  agence  pour  solliciter'  ladite  bille  d'ar- 
ret  (130)  vers  le  fond  dudit  evidement  (124a), 

k  ledit  second  moyen  de  sollicitation  (134) 
etant  regu  dans  un  trou  (14a)  qui  est  defini 
dans  ledit  carter  de  la  transmission  (12,  14), 
s'etend  perpendiculairement  a  I'axe  le  long 
duquel  ledit  piston  (124)  est  mobile  et  est 
bouche  a  une  extremite  au  moyen  d'un  bou- 
lon  (132), 

caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  suport  creux  (122)  est 
place  dans  un  trou  dudit  carter  (12,  14)  de  la 
transmission,  ledit  support  creux  etant  insere 
dans  ledit  trou  a  partir  de  I'exterieur  du  carter  de 
la  transmission  et  y  etant  fixe  pour  un  position- 
nement  dans  le  carter, 
une  seconde  bille  (136)  etant  placee  entre  ledit 
second  moyen  de  sollicitation  (134)  et  ladite  bille 
d'arret  (130),  ainsi  ladite  bille  d'arret  (130)  peut 
tourner  regulierement  en  reponse  aux  mouve- 
ments  reels  du  piston  (124), 
un  moyen  d'arret  (128)  etant  prevu,  qui  limite  le 
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3.  Transmission  selon  la  revendication  2, 

caracterisee  en  ce  que  ledit  trou  (14a)  du  carter  de 
la  transmission  (12,  14)  est  alignee  avec  ledit  trou 
(122a)  dudit  support  (122). 

4.  Transmission  selon  la  revendication  3, 
caracterisee  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  d'arret  com- 
prend  une  broche  (128)  fixee  audit  support  (122) 
et  depassant  dans  un  evidement  (124c)  forme  a  la 
section  laterale  dudit  piston  (124). 

mouvement  axial  dudit  piston  (124)  relativement 
audit  support  (122). 

2.  Transmission  selon  la  revendication  1, 
caracterisee  en  ce  que  ledit  moyen  de  sollicitation 
comprend  un  ressort  (134)  regu  dans  ledit  trou 
(14a)  defini  dans  ledit  carter  de  ia  transmission 
(12,  14),  et  ladite  seconde  bille  (136)  est  interpo- 
see  entre  une  extremite  dudit  ressort  (134)  et 
ladite  bille  d'arret  (130). 
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